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Pictures of the Psychology workgroup
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 Function of media workgroup
 Media and notifying actions
One of the most important actions during crisis is the news release from existing conditions in the
area and the victims. Calling our age “The Age of Information” shows the significance of news
release. That’s why establishing a media workgroup among other groups of service, seems necessary. One of the main goals of this workgroup was to reflect AMAJ volunteer activities in the
media. In addition to that, the more important responsibility was to reflect the available features of
educational defects and shortages in the flood region, and mostly those of which caused problems
for the victims. This workgroup published 110 photo frames from 8671 frames which was taken in
this project. In total, 9 hours of rushes was recorded, 49 lives, and about 180 stories was published
on Instagram. In this workgroup, activists put more efforts on two particular topics. These two
actions were taken more extensively than other topics, and since they were accompanied with on
time notices and widely news release, they were succeeded to get the attention of the authorities
and was leaded to desirable outcome.
One of those actions was targeted at the lack of internet connection for nearly 4 months in the
flooded region. This condition created problems for university students in villages of Chammehr
and Sayreeni, who were in need of this educational and research tool. By publishing this topic in
cyberspace and also on the national media, the Minister of Communication ordered to solve the
problem. As a result the problem was solved and the condition of internet was upgraded.
Another main action was targeted at the features required to equip the Chammehr village schools.
Six months after the flood, and only one week to the school opening day, none of the schools in
Chammehr village were ready. Preparing and publishing a video by the media workgroup, provided an opportunity for Chammehr students to invite The President to give the ceremony speech
of the new school year, in their ruined school. The published video in AMAJ social foundation
had extensive reflection in cyberspace, official news agencies and newspapers. After that, officials
were forced to take immediate action, so Martyr Kalantary middle school in Chammehr village
were equipped and ready. Officials attended the beginning of the school year ceremony at this
school. Ayatollah Miremadi, the leader of Friday prayers of Koramabad, Dr. Moosa Khademi, Lorestan governor, with their deputies, Dr. Zanivand, the general manager of Lorestan State ministry
of education, Mr. Razavi, the authority of School Builders Charity Association of Lorestan State,
Mr. Heydary, the general director of schools renovation in Lorestan State, attended the ceremony.
This ceremony represents AMAJ media workgroup successful achievements.
The services given by media workgroup is more than those two actions. A group of 18 members provided following services:
`` Preparing an image report about the condition of damaged schools in the flood
`` Design, print and installation of various billboards in order to upgrade hope and mo-

tivation in villagers

`` Preparing an image report about the lack of progress in renovating Martyr Kalantary

school in order to clarify the public opinion

`` Preparing an image report and doing online interviews with people to reflect the

problems and failures caused by flood

`` Making a film about rebuilding and repairing mosque sound system, and the an-

nouncement of Azan for the first time after the flood

`` Preparing an image report about the mental state and distress of the elderly and kids

caused by flood
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`` Preparing an image report about the state of families livelihood and economic status and the
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destruction of agricultural lands
Releasing reports on popular pages and pages of National TV station reporters in cyberspace
Reflecting the weak points of help foundations and the existing problems caused by shortages
and wrong distribution of facilities
Republishing volunteers activities in social networks and media
preparing clip, interview and image reports about student’s emotions toward the lack of renovation progress in their ruined schools
Preparing an image report about the lack of internet connection in flooded villages and widespread publication in media, in order to claim and create binding situation for authorities to
respond
Preparing an image report about volunteers and Jihadist groups activities, while they were
providing educational and social services to the victims
Inviting National TV station expert reporters in order to be present in the flooded region and
to reflect the existing problems on media
Setting up claiming campaigns with accompaniment of activists, influential and popular people
Preparing a critical report about disastrous situation of schools, and non-allocation of credits
provided by School Builder Charity with the purpose of renovating demolished schools
Preparing an image report of local authorities concerning the program of Village Guidance
Plan and the absence of dredging Kashkan River
Setting up an student request inviting The President to reopen schools in the flooded region in
September
Preparing clips and reports from village, in order to show them to volunteers to raise their
awareness before dispatching to the flood region
Video coverage and report of reopening schools in the villages of Chammehr and Chamgaz
Video coverage about the accomplishments of civil activities in Salman Farsi school in
Chamgaz village
Video coverage about the promises of provincial authorities on school reopening day in Chammehr village in order to follow them up
Preparing a report about inappropriate health situation around Khalil Tahmasebi school in
Chammehr village
Publishing a report about schools reopening in Chammehr village with the conversation with
Dr. Ali Asa, the chief executive officer (CEO) of International Association of Justice Watch,
in Jam e Jam news paper
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Media workgroup

18 reporters and photographers on this workgroup, during 6 trips to the region, published
110 photo frames from 8671 frames which was taken in this project. In total, 9 hours of
rushes was recorded, 49 lives, and about 180 stories was published on Instagram. In this
workgroup, activists put more efforts on two particular topics. These two actions were taken
more extensively than other topics, and since they were accompanied with on time notices
and widely news release, they were succeeded to get the attention of the authorities and was
leaded to desirable outcome.
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Pictures of the media workgroup
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 The media reflection of AMAJ Media Workgroup activities
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 Function of educational workgroup
 Scientific and educational activities for students
During Lorestan flood, 1200 village houses were totally destroyed. Being homeless, not only
caused mental distress, but also made people concerned about their livelihood and basic needs.
In addition to that, schools and educational centers were damaged. More than 500 classrooms
had fundamental damages and they had to be demolished and rebuild. A large number of school
equipment such as educational assistance equipment and books were destroyed. These negative
factors cause mental distress for students and their parents, and naturally education became impaired, and forgotten in such a crisis.
The above situation lead to teaching system disorder. The end sections of books were not fully
presented or taught to students. Therefore 152 volunteers from AMAJ educational workgroup
toke the responsibility to finish the remaining subjects in science, math, Farsi, Arabic and English.
The activities of this workgroup included teaching with games, using the simplest stuff available
in the region, and using innovative methods such as experience centered and laboratory techniques, in order to make the lessons more interesting for students.
A total of 153 students in elementary and middle school of Chamgaz and Chammehr, located
in flooded city of Poledokhtar, finished the remaining subjects of their school books.
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Educational Workgroup

152 volunteers from AMAJ educational workgroup toke the responsibility to finish the remaining subjects in science, math, Farsi, Arabic and English. The activities of this workgroup included teaching with games, using the simplest stuff available in the region, and
using innovative methods such as experience centered and laboratory techniques. A total of
153 students in elementary and middle school of Chamgaz and Chammehr, located in flooded city of Poledokhtar, finished the remaining subjects of their school books.
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Pictures of the training workgroup
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Pictures of the training workgroup
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 Function of civil and beautification workgroup
 Schoo l renovation activities
It takes a long time for students to forget the flood and its destructive effects, and it also take time
for them to start a regular life. Without any doubt activities like beautification and renovation of
educational facilities, increase hope and motivation among students specially the flood victims,
and its effect on cheering them up is undeniable. Renovation workgroup was formed in order
to do the environmental designs for Salman Farsi School, the only school in Chamgaz village.
After doing the necessary organizing and layout foundation programs, 15 volunteers started the
renovation process. These activities include painting school walls (inside and outside), painting 3 class rooms, repairing school’s electrical system, repairing school equipment’s, renovating
school floor, repairing and renovating sport equipment, installing 5 water cooler machines, and
repairing school’s cooling system.
In the social sector of this workgroup, the activities was mostly focused on Emam Hossain
mosque in Chammehr village and included repairing the mosque’s mechanical system, repairing sound system, repairing electrical system, installing windows, repairing the cooling
system, and installing a drinking fountain.

15 volunteers on the renovation process did the following activities: painting school walls
(inside and outside), painting 3 class rooms, repairing school’s electrical system, repairing
school equipment’s, renovating school floor, repairing and renovating sport equipment, installing 5 water cooler machines, and repairing school’s cooling system.
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Pictures of schoo l beautification workgroup
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Pictures of schoo l beautification workgroup
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 Function of entertainment and joy workgroup
 Activities in order to elevate kids and teens spirits
Like the other sections, due to the civil flood damages, students of Chammehr and Chamgaz
schools did not have the appropriate condition for having fun and joy. Since having fun is one of
the main parts of kids and teens’ mental life, one part of AMAJ education service was connected
with sports and games. Hence the concepts and educational subjects which is taught through playing is understood deeper, boys and girls, in different groups, were taken to the sport gymnasiums
in neighborhood villages. According to the program, fun and sport activities were arranged in
between school class sessions. One of the most important activities were transporting women with
their children to Halosh and Mageen village sport gymnasiums for sport activities.

`` Since Salman Farsi School in Chamgaz was the only school in the village, it was deprived

even before the flood. So one of the main actions of this workgroup was to equip the school
with sport equipment, such as installing football goals, leveling school yard for play, and
delivering sport equipment.
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Pictures of the fun and sports workgroup
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Pictures of the fun and sports workgroup
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 Function of creativity and skill learning workgroup
 Entertainment and skill learning activities special for kids and adults
AMAJ creativity and skill learning workgroup, including 22 persons, presented individual and
group activities in order to deprive and increase the villagers’ skills. In Chamgaz and Chammehr
flooded villages, class cessions were held for all ages, and 215 students and their parents were
trained. The necessary equipment for creativity classes, were provided to students. At the end of
the sessions, students’ works were exhibited in the school hall.
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This workgroup, including 22 volunteers, held class cessions in Chamgaz and Chammehr
villages. 215 students and their parents were trained. The necessary equipment for creativity
classes, were provided to students by International Association of Justice Watch.
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Pictures of the Creativity workgroup
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Pictures of the Creativity workgroup
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 Function of healthcare workgroup
 Healthcare activities for all age groups
After disasters, environmental pollutions and deficiency of health facilities, often cause outbreak
of contagious disease between residents in the region. It is necessary to organize a healthcare
workgroup in order to deliver healthcare activities and health education focused on students’ hygiene. A group of 6 medical doctors, 18 nurses and assistant volunteers from AMAJ Foundation,
offered to teach health education subjects such as oral hygiene and puberty. Total of 196 students
participated various health education issues.
Also due to the villagers’ demands, healthcare workgroup divided its activities into two fields:
healthcare education and medical care. The medical care activities included clinical examinations,
blood sugar tests and blood pressure tests, women clinical examinations, healthy and proper nutrition, door to door examinations of 70 villagers with drug prescription. Another notable activity
which was done by International Association of Justice Watch was to equip the village health
houses to drugs and treatment equipment, such as Sphygmomanometer and wheelchair. At the
end, the efforts of paramedics based in Chamgaz and Chammehr villages, were appreciated by
AMAJ Help Foundation.
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Healthcare workgroup
A group of 6 medical doctors, 18 nurses and assistant volunteers from AMAJ Foundation,
offered to teach health education subjects such as oral hygiene and puberty. Total of 196
students participated various health education issues.

The medical care activities included clinical examinations, blood sugar tests and blood pressure tests, women clinical examinations, healthy and proper nutrition, door to door examinations of 70 villagers with drug prescription. Another notable activity which was done by
International Association of Justice Watch was to equip the village health houses to drugs
and treatment equipment.
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Pictures of the healthcare workgroup
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 Function of supporting group
 Equi p and prepare the residence for volunteer groups
Due to the critical conditions existing in flooded region, like boiling hot weather, lack of electrical
power connections, lack of cooling systems, and pervasive dust and mud in the area, preparing
the appropriate situation for volunteers, in order to deliver services to students, was the supporting
group priority. Another responsibility for 26 volunteers in the supporting group was to cook food
and transfer it from residence to workplaces, to carry needed supplies from Tehran to Poledokhtar
and to control technical and mechanical affairs. The activities are:
`` Creating an educational and social help foundation in Sarabhamam village
`` Renting a 1000 mm. residential building for 4 months for the residence of volunteers and the
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maintenance of donated supplies
Equip the building with needed supplies for volunteers’ residence
Installing mechanical equipment such as water pumps, cooling system and water heater
Transportation services such as renting two pickup trucks, two mini buses and 12 buses
Preparing the workplace for volunteers
Health and cleaning services
Preparing a kitchen to cook and to distribute foods to volunteers in Chammehr and Chamgaz
villages
Receiving and distributing donated items
Creating and recalling campaigns
Buying goods and supply services
Accounting and financial services
Installing cooling systems
Final checking and visiting the Martyrs Kalantari, and Martyrs Tahmasebi schools in Chammehr village
Final checking and visiting the Salman Farsi school in Chamgaz village
Setting up residence’s equipment including: 2 pickup trucks, water pumps and bath, 2 water
cooling systems, kitchen equipment and food storage
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Pictures of the support workgroup
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 Donating equipment and training supplies to schools
After finishing all the programed activities, AMAJ educational and social Help Foundation distributed the equipment and training supplies needed for schools, which was donated in “S like
School” campaign. Donated supplies are:
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Another part in which International Association of Justice Watch took parts in the healthcare
area, was to supply drugs and medical equipment for the village’s Health House, such as Sphygmomanometer and wheelchair. At the end, the efforts of paramedics in Chammehr and Chamgaz
was appreciated by the Association of Justice Watch.
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Pictures of the volunteer group
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Thanks
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Going toward wilderness,is better than sitting still
I’ll do my best,even if I can’t find my aspiration
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